CAF RESILIENCE PROGRAMME

THEORY OF CHANGE

MORE SMALL CHARITIES ARE RESILIENT

The sector knows what enables and disables resilience

More small charities are bolder and play a role in influencing donor behaviour

More small charities understand what makes them resilient and how to work toward it

CAF and partners have a better understanding of what makes small charities more resilient

More individual donors understand what small charities need

More individuals give major donations to support small charity resilience

More donors are given the opportunity (and asked) to support the resilience of small charities through funding

Knowledge is gained and shared

Ten charities know what resilience means for them and how they achieve this

Charities have time and help to explore their resilience separately and together

Knowledge is shared with CAF Private Clients

Report to programme donors

CAF gather and analyse programme learning

More individual donors need small charities

More small charities understand what makes them resilient

Ten charitable organisations

CAF provide expert advice

CAF give grants and monitors these

CAF keep ‘finger on the pulse’ of small charity issues

More small charities are resilient
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